Copper Gold
A lucky morning! After yesterday’s howling westerly buster we were very happy to be launching this
morning, despite the 3 m swell and critically shallow sandbar across the mouth of the Mzimvubu
River.

Tellingly, on our way out through backline (which seemed to extend all the way out to the furtherest
rocks of the point – a sure sign of sizable swell) we caught a strong wiff of sardine. Perhaps a little
pocket had strayed into the surf zone, and were getting smashed by gamefish. We headed south
towards Sugarloaf, and en route we happened upon some high speed predation; all we could see was
a sickle-shaped dorsal blitzing through the water surface, and then later common dolphins working
the pocket of fish. It only lasted about 3 minutes, so we couldn’t climb in, but afterwards there was the
tell-tale sign of oil on the surface with that distinctive sardine smell.

Luckily, it was then that we noticed gannets diving onto a stationary patch of feeding common
dolphins. This is the type of feeding that we’ve spent the past couple of weeks looking for, and we
wasted no time in kitting up. Whilst kitting up we saw two Bryde’s whales circling the feeding dolphins,
and we were worried that they’d swallow the ball and then there would be none for us. When I jumped
in, the two whales did indeed swim up through the ball with their mouths open. I had to back-kick
hastily as one of then was swimming straight towards me with its mouth open. I wasn’t worried about
being swallowed, I was worried about getting swatted by its tail (being alone in the water, nobody
would’ve been able to find me if knocked unconscious). It was awesome!

The ball itself was about 1.5 x the size of Rod’s 8m boat, so it was a decent one. And there was
plenty of predator activity on it: about 50 common dolphins, 80 – 100 gannets, plenty of sharks and of
course, two very irritating whales. Okay, I’m being flippant about the whales, but after they swallowed
our baitball last week… Anyway, so Vic and Rod prepared the bait with the little transmitter tags and
we were able to successfully feed the bait to a 1.8 m (pre-caudal length) copper shark. Thereafter,
Will and I dived for another 20 minutes on the baitball, but the viz was very poor due to all the dolphin
poo in the water and the low light levels. Thereafter, the real work started.

Let the shark track begin! For the first hour (from 08h45) the shark stayed around the baitball,
frequently swimming up through the water column to the depth of the ball and regularly taking
mouthfuls of water (and supposedly fish), which cooled the sensor in the stomach down, hence we
could tell it was swallowing. That was fantastic! Whilst this was going on, Carl Elkington and his merry
cruise of sardine watchers arrived at the ball. We explained to them that we were tracking the shark,
and the importance of the shark’s behaviour not being influenced by humans in the water. They were
extremely considerate to our needs and did not jump onto the ball, even though it was the only activity
in the area. We thank them whole-heartedly. As it turned out, the shark left the ball about 20 minutes
later, and Carl and his gang were able to jump in and dive the ball until it was consumed.

So what did the shark do when it left the ball? Mostly, it just swam in a straight line in a north-easterly
direction near the sea bed. There were a few interesting moments thought. At one stage, it turned
about 90 ° and headed due south for about 300 m and then, once under a pod of common dolphins,
turned again and headed in its original direction. More interestingly, we were comparing the sharks
swimming depth with shoals of fish visible on the fish finder. For about a 40 minute period the shark
would frequently be swimming at the same depth as shoaling fish. It was fascinating!

For the record, once we’d finished the track, at 15h30, we did a zig-zagging trackline back to PSJ
Bay, and there was a massive amount of fish on the fish finder, more than we’ve ever seen before!
The photo top left shows just how much fish there was – you can see the depth reading is 5.9 m,
which is the depth of the top of the shoal. The sonar did not penetrate through the shoal. It is thick
with fish, and our sampling efforts showed that they were mostly west coast roundherring and
mackerel once again. We did catch a single east coast roundherring, and when compared with the
west coast roundherring we could see a clearly different gill cover, and slightly smaller eye. Then
there was another roundherring that was neither of these two species, and we were confused, but
after talking to a pair of fish experts tonight, it appears that there is another species that has yet to be
described, and these were apparently this species. Anyhoo…

Today was a long drawn out affair, made longer by a late night of watching the Netherlands progress
to the finals at the Jungle Monkey bar in the metropolis of Port St Johns. Vic is Dutch, so the mood
was very festive, very festive indeed.

What a great day, a day when we struck copper gold…
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